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Future Link in a nutshell

Future Link is a focused
consultancy devoted to
helping their clients create
and capture more value
out of their product
development life-cycle
investments.

Increasing complexity of product development

Automotive
–

Electronics
–

Aerospace and Defense
–

1M Lines of code in new Ford
F-150 Truck from 155K in 2003

12M lines of code in
mobile phone

90% of F-35 fighter jet
functionality is software driven

100x increase in test cases

1.4M lines of code in
robotic surgical system

40% of total IT Budget spent
on QA and testing by 2019

Relative Cost to Repair

Relative Cost to Repair

The cost to fix software defects rises exponentially with each successive
phase of the project life cycle
Time not spent on requirements is
time spent in rework (at cost 700x)
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Source: Error Cost Escalation Through the Project Life Cycle
NASA , 2004

High quality requirements are critical for a project’s success
Requirements Quality
Completeness
Unfinished requirements lead to
preventable confusion and delays

Completeness

Consistency
The more consistent requirements
are the fewer opportunities there are
for errors
Accuracy
Accurate requirements reliably articulate
the objectives of stakeholders

Requirements
Quality
Quality
Accuracy

Consistency

What are
good
requirements?

Writing a requirement
§ Complete sentence
§ States subject and predicate
– Subject is a user type or the system under discussion
– Predicate is a condition, action, or intended result.
§ Consistent use of language
§ Specifies:
– desired goal or result (User requirement)
– function (System requirement)
– constraint (either)
§ Contains a success criterion or other
measurable indication of the quality.
)
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Language
§ Use consistent language, for example:
– “Shall,” “will” or “must” are mandatory
– “Should” is optional, but omission must be justified
– “May” is desirable
§ Use consistent terminology
– Define terms – use a Glossary
– Avoid using the same name for different things
– Avoid using different names for the same thing

(WBR-119)
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Characteristics of a Good Requirement
Each individual requirement should be:
§ Correct - Technically and legally possible
§ Complete - Express a whole idea or statement
§ Clear - Unambiguous and not confusing
§ Consistent - Not in conflict with other requirements
§ Verifiable - It can be determined that the system meets the requirement
§ Traceable - Uniquely identified and can be tracked
§ Feasible - Can be accomplished within cost and schedule
§ Modular - Can be changed without excessive impact
§ Design-Free - Does not pose a specific solution on design (i.e.,
implementation free)
§ Positive - Written in the affirmative, not the negative
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Current solutions…and why they can miss errors
q Rules engines
– Simple key word searches cannot understand words in context
– Ex. of “clear”
– Ambiguous: “The GPS system shall provide a clear perspective of the road”
– Not ambiguous: “The GPS System shall clear the display on transition to power off
mode”
q Peer review
– Difficult to enforce across teams
– Manual, tedious review of long documents
q Checklists
– Limited capacity to keep track of all quality indicators (cognitive span is 7 +/- 2 things)

Requirements
Quality Assistant

IBM Requirements Quality Assistant
Addon for DOORS Next Generation and DOORS

•

Removes risk and ambiguity in the
requirements authoring phase by using AI
(Watson Natural Language Understanding)

•

Pre-trained to detect key quality indicators
designed to be consistent with the INCOSE
Guidelines for Writing Good
Requirements

•

Authors receive coaching from Watson to
improve the quality of the requirement as it is
being written

–
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Unclear actor or user
Compound requirement
Negative requirements
Escape clause
Missing units
Missing tolerances
Ambiguity
Passive
Incomplete requirements
Unspecific quantities

How good is the following requirement?

The GPS shall, where there is sufficient space, display the user location.
Das GPS muss, wo ausreichend Platz vorhanden ist, den Standort des Benutzers
anzeigen.

Quality analysis of the requirement
The GPS shall, where there is sufficient space, display the user
location.
Escape clause

Unclear term

Escape Clause:
This requirement includes a phrase such as
“when possible,” “if necessary,” or “as
required” that makes the requirement unclear
and difficult to verify.
Unclear term:
This requirement includes a term or phrase
that makes the requirement unclear. Effective
requirements use specific and precise terms
that have only one interpretation.

A closer look at the 10 quality issues
Quality Issue

Guidance

Unclear actor

Pronouns such as “it,” “they,” or “them” refer to other nouns. The noun that a pronoun refers to can be unclear. To
increase clarity and precision, repeat the noun instead of using a pronoun.

Compound requirement

This requirement includes more than one statement, actor, or action. Effective requirements are single and atomic.
To make the requirement more precise and easier to verify, refine it to a single statement with one actor and
action.

Negative statement

This requirement includes a negative statement. Effective requirements use positive statements because they are
more direct, easier to verify, and less likely to be duplicated. Rewrite the requirement to state what should happen,
not what shouldn’t happen.

Imprecise verb

Statements with verbs such as be able to or be capable of are broad and difficult to verify. For example, a system
might be able to do something, but might not do it consistently. Effective requirements include a specific action that
can be conclusively verified. In capability requirements, stating a stakeholder goal as shall be able to is
appropriate. In system requirements, replace imprecise verbs with specific and measurable actions.

Escape clause

This requirement includes a phrase such as “when possible,” “if necessary,” or “as required” that makes the
requirement unclear and difficult to verify. Effective requirements use specific wording that can be interpreted only
one way. Eliminate or replace phrases that are unclear or provide loopholes.

Missing unit

This requirement has a value with a missing or unclear unit of measurement. Effective requirements are specific
and measurable. Ensure that numbers and values include a unit of measurement, and that the same units of
measurement are used consistently across all requirements.

Continued
Quality Issue

Guidance

Missing limits

This requirement has a value with missing or unclear limits. Effective requirements state specific boundaries so
that results are easier to measure and verify.

Unclear term

This requirement includes an unspecific quantity, term, or phrase that makes the requirement unclear. Effective
requirements include clear and specific quantities. Ensure that all quantities are precise. Also, usage of specific
and precise terms that have only one interpretation makes the requirements effective. Replace vague terms with
specific, descriptive terms or rewrite the requirement with different wording to ensure that all phrases are clear.

Unspecific quantity

This requirement includes a general or unspecific quantity that makes the requirement unclear. Effective
requirements include clear and specific quantities. Ensure that all quantities are precise. For example, instead of
stating “The system shall use minimum power,” specify what “minimum” means.

Passive voice

The person or thing that performs the action is missing, unclear, or not the focus of the statement. Effective
requirements clearly state who or what performs an action. Rewrite the requirement to clearly identify and focus on
the actor.

Incomplete requirement

This requirement is incomplete because the actor, action, object or imperative is missing. Rewrite the requirement
to clearly identify the object of the action.

Requirements Quality Assistant and Doors Next Generation
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Measuring requirements quality

Benefits
The Requirements Quality Assistant helps to
• Eliminate deficiencies in the requirements authoring phase
• Accelerate the process of reviewing requirement quality
• Reduce rework
• Increase the productivity of engineers/developers

Requirements Quality Assistent Trial

Requirements Quality Assistent Trial
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